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Steckbrief: tb flex B 324 HP 3910 + tb 303 QSM 3716 aus Sept. 2006 

 
Collator tb flex B 324 HP 3910   
24 stations, high pile up to 25 ½”, formats max. 13 ¾” x 19 ½” min. 4” x 6” 
paper weights 18 to 1000 g/m², speed: standard  1:1 up to 2900 cycles/h 
 speed: option 1:2 up to 4200 cycles/h 
 
Standard equipment: 
 single sucker- and blower valves, individually adjustable 
 controlled blast and separating air 
 missed sheet detector, photo electric each station 
 double sheet detector electromechanical at the delivery right, motor adjustable with  
 second double sheet detector, used without activating the interleaving stations 

as additional missed sheet detector at the delivery 
 cross transport system in tooth belt techniques, axial and radial adjustable 
 paper jam detector for transport table 
 lighting of transport table 
 hand feeding station right, usable, when  option "ejector" is out of action 
 SPS-programme-controlling 
 Touch-Screen with user guidance 
 missed sheet repeat without machine stop with the next cycle 
 programmable, automatic start and run off 
 Stop & Go operation 
 pair of change stations, free selectable (for one-piece station) 
 interleaving stations, free selectable (for one-piece station) 
 selective collating up to 9 cycles each station, free selectable 
 service management after operating hours supported by pictures 
 production data acquisition 
 digital speed indication in c/h 
 total and preselection counter 
 electric connection for delivery jogger and stitcher-folder-trimmer 303/304 QSM 
 vacuum connection for 303/304 QSM 
 pressure vacuum pumps in soundproof hoods integrated in machine 
 one pile drive per station 
 CE-sign 
 
Current modification: 400 V, 50 Hz, 3/N/PE, 
standard colours: grey RAL 7039, combined with anthracite grey RAL 7016 
 
Additional equipment included: 

 automatic adjustment of transport table for B3 and S3 machines      
after format input in the display, the smallest size is increased to 10,5 x 21 cm 

 synchronization sucker : table = 1 : 2      
for brochure finishing or collating signatures with high layer thickness 

 left run of the machine (ad double sheet detector electromechanical     
at the delivery left or missed and double sheet detectors each station and jogger) 

 double sheet detector electromechanical at the delivery left,  
motor adjustable, with second double sheet detector,   
used without activating the interleaving stations as additional 
missed sheet detector at the delivery (machine will be longer!) 

 separate delivery jogger B3 up to max. 4200 c/h left      
right or left incl. roll-out shaft pair  (please, indicate side) 
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stitcher-folder-trimmer tb flex 304 QSM 3716 with a new part for head and foot trim   
Quick Set motor 
open formats: 14” x 19 ½”, min. 4 ¼” x 6 ¼” 
smallest brochure: 4 ¼” spine length x 2” 

with head and foot trimming 3” spine length x 2” 
biggest brochure: 14” spine length x 10” 
speed: up to 4200 cycles/h, format- and paper depending 
 

version Quick Set motor 
- infeed rollers with upper belt transport system 
- vacuum belt 
- motor format adjustment 
- fine adjustment by means of 2 hand wheels, independent for head and foot side 
- measure reading of two digital counters (division 0,1 mm) 
- motor alignment to collator 
 

stitching: 2 small stitching heads for normal staples up to 5 mm Hohner Universal, 
 complete with clinching unit and wire, automatic adjustment to booklet thickness,  
 cross adjustment of staples to fold, 
folding: friction-free knife fold with automatic layer height adjustment and brochure press 
 for approx. 120 pages normal paper, 80 g/m² 
trimming: fore-edge trimming with upper and lower knife, incl. air pressured waste removal 
 at trimming, necessary for the trimming to 4 cm and for cut bigger than 1,5 cm, 
 infinitely variable motor format adjustment of the fore-edge trimming with 
 additional hand wheel for fine adjustment, paper waste box 
head and foot trim: head and foot trim of 3 up to 20 mm each for approx. 120 pages normal paper,  
 80 g/m², with upper and lower knife, paper waste box. The head and foot trim can 
 be switched to transport without trim, then formats as with 303 are reached. 
delivery: scale delivery with double side electric driven material infeed and infinitely  
 adjustable scale spacing 
current: standard 220 V, 60 Hz, 3/N/PE, 
 

Additional equipment: 

 press fold with motor adjustment   

 preselection counter with booklet separator  
 
 


